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ABSTRACT Previously we showed that stiffness of relaxed fibers and active force generated in single skinned fibers of rabbit
psoas muscle are inhibited in parallel by actin-binding fragments of caldesmon, an actin-associated protein of smooth muscle,
under conditions in which a large fraction of cross-bridges is weakly attached to actin (ionic strength of 50 mM and temperature
of 50C). These results suggested that weak cross-bridge attachment to actin is essential for force generation. The present study
provides evidence that this is also true for physiological ionic strength (170 mM) at temperatures up to 300C, suggesting that
weak cross-bridge binding to actin is generally required for force generation. In addition, we show that the inhibition of active
force is not a result of changes in cross-bridge cycling kinetics but apparently results from selective inhibition of weak cross-bridge
binding to actin. Together with our previous biochemical, mechanical, and structural studies, these findings support the proposal
that weak cross-bridge attachment to actin is an essential intermediate on the path to force generation and are consistent with
the concept that isometric force mainly results from an increase in strain of the attached cross-bridge as a result of a structural
change associated with the transition from a weakly bound to a strongly bound actomyosin complex. This mechanism is different
from the processes responsible for quick tension recovery that were proposed by Huxley and Simmons (Proposed mechanism
of force generation in striated muscle. Nature. 233:533-538.) to represent the elementary mechanism of force generation.
INTRODUCTION
In generating active force, cross-bridges in striated muscle
pass through several different states. These states are of two
main types: the non-force-generating, or weakly binding,
cross-bridge states and the force-generating, or strongly
binding, cross-bridge states (Lymn and Taylor, 1971; Stein
et al., 1979). The characteristic property of weakly bound
cross-bridges, aside from their low actin affinity (Stein et al.,
1979; Chalovich et al., 1981), rapid kinetics for attachment
and detachment to and from actin (Lymn and Taylor, 1971;
Stein et al., 1979; Chalovich et al., 1981), and small calcium
effect on affinity for the actin-tropomyosin-troponin com-
plex (Chalovich et al., 1981; Wagner and Giniger, 1981), is
their relative inability to cooperatively activate regulated ac-
tin (Chalovich et al., 1983). In contrast, force-generating
(strongly binding) cross-bridges with higher actin affinity
(Marston and Weber, 1975; White and Taylor, 1976; High-
smith, 1977; Margossian and Lowey, 1978; Greene and
Eisenberg, 1980a; Greene et al., 1983), slower actin binding
kinetics (White and Taylor, 1976; Marston, 1982; Konrad
and Goody, 1982), and greater effect of calcium on their actin
affinity (Greene and Eisenberg, 1980b), are characterized by
their ability to cooperatively activate regulated actin (Bremel
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et al., 1972; Greene and Eisenberg, 1980b). Because of these
distinctly different properties, it was assumed that the struc-
ture of a weakly bound actomyosin complex is different from
that of a strongly bound complex, and it was proposed that
force generation might result from a structural change as-
sociated with the transition from a weakly bound to a strongly
bound actomyosin complex (White and Taylor, 1976; Eisen-
berg and Greene, 1980; Eisenberg and Hill, 1985). In this
concept, weak cross-bridge attachment to actin is an essential
precursor for force generation.
Indeed, it was recently shown (Brenner et al., 1991) that
binding of caldesmon, an actin-binding protein of smooth
muscle, inhibits the weak type of attachment of cross-bridges
to actin in relaxed rabbit skeletal muscle fibers. This inhi-
bition resulted in a parallel reduction of active force gen-
eration, even though the actin-binding fragments of caldes-
mon used in that study had no detectable effect on actin
interaction of strongly binding cross-bridges (e.g., in the
presence of PPj at high [Ca21] or under rigor conditions).
Thus, this previous study supported the functional signifi-
cance of the weakly bound cross-bridge as an attached, non-
force-generating precursor of the force-generating cross-
bridge.
However, that evidence was derived from experiments un-
der low temperature and low ionic strength (,t) conditions.
Thus, the question remained whether, at higher temperature
and physiological ionic strength, weakly attached cross-
bridges also exist in rabbit skeletal muscle and play a similar
role in force generation. It was previously shown at physi-
ological ionic strength (170 mM), but at low temperature,
that relaxed fibers had detectable stiffness (Brenner et al.,
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1986; Schoenberg, 1988). It remained, however, unclear
whether that stiffness originated from attached cross-bridges
or from non-cross-bridge structures. Furthermore, it was not
ruled out that at more physiological temperatures weak cross-
bridge binding to actin may no longer occur. Using actin-
binding fragments of caldesmon to selectively inhibit weak
cross-bridge binding to actin, we now report significant stiff-
ness in relaxed fibers even for physiological ionic strength
at high temperature. This stiffness apparently originates from
weakly attached cross-bridges. The observed parallel inhi-
bition of active force and relaxed fiber stiffness by caldesmon
fragments at physiological conditions further supports the
concept that cross-bridge attachment in a weak-type con-
formation is essential for the subsequent transition of the
cross-bridges into force-generating states. In addition, our
experiments show that the reduction of active force genera-
tion upon binding of caldesmon fragments to actin is not a
result of changes in cross-bridge cycling kinetics.
A brief account of the present results was previously re-
ported (Kraft et al., 1991).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Proteins
Caldesmon was prepared from turkey gizzards by a modified method of
Bretscher (1984). Actin-binding fragments of caldesmon were obtained by
digestion of caldesmon with chymotrypsin (5 min at 25°C with 1:1000
(w/w) ratio of chymotrypsin to caldesmon). A mixture of three 20-kDa
actin-binding fragments was isolated (Chalovich et al., 1992) and finally
dialyzed against relaxing solution. Details of the properties of the 20-kDa
fragments have been reported (Velaz et al, 1993).
Fiber preparation
Single chemically skinned fibers from rabbit psoas muscle were isolated
according to a method described earlier (Brenner, 1983; Yu and Brenner,
1989). To prevent protein degradation, the skinning solution always con-
tained several protease inhibitors (see composition of solutions below). To
provide conditions similar to those in vivo, we replaced propionate by crea-
tine phosphate for adjustment of ionic strength. Furthermore, to minimize
oxidation of reactive groups within the proteins, we added glutathione (10
mM) to the skinning solution. We also isolated single fibers within a few
hours after dissecting the muscle bundles and kept them as isolated fibers
to reduce substrate depletion and diffusion problems. These precautions
resulted in even better preservation of the mechanical stability of the muscle
fibers than we previously achieved (Brenner, 1983). The fibers could easily
be used for experiments including activation at high and low temperature
even after 5 days of storage in the refrigerator without any detectable de-
crease in sarcomeric stability or force generation compared with freshly
prepared fibers.
Solutions
All solutions were adjusted to pH 7.0 at the appropriate experimental tem-
perature. The chemicals were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., Munich,
Germany, except where noted.
The skinning solution contained 5 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM magnesium ac-
etate, 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM sodium ATP (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), 50
mM sodium creatine phosphate, 5 mM NaN3, 10 mM glutathione, 2 mM
dithiothreitol, 100 ,uM (4-(2aminoethyl)-benzylsulfonyl-fluorid) (Calbio-
chem, La Jolla, CA), 1 ,ug/ml aprotinin, and 10 ,uM each leupeptin, antipain,
E64, and pepstatin. Glutathione and the protease inhibitors were freshly
added before using the solution. Immediately after dissection, the fiber
bundles were incubated for 30 min at 5°C in skinning solution containing
0.5% Triton X-100. Before addition to the skinning solution, the Triton
X-100 was equilibrated with an excess of the mixed bed resin AG 501-X8
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, CA) to remove degraded material. After
incubation in Triton X-100 containing skinning solution, the bundles were
transferred to skinning solution without the detergent for isolation of single
fibers.
The preactivating and activating solution contained 10 mM imidazole,
2mM MgCl2, 1 mM Mg-ATP, 2mM dithiothreitol, 10mM caffeine, 10mM
sodium creatine phosphate, 500 U/ml (Sigma) creatine phosphokinase, and
1 mM EGTA or 1 mM Ca-EGTA, respectively. The ionic strength was
adjusted by adding sodium creatine phosphate.
The relaxing solution with Mg-ATP contained 10mM imidazole, 2mM
MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM Mg-ATP, and 1 mM dithiothreitol. The ionic
strength was adjusted by adding sodium creatine phosphate.
The solutions with Mg-ATPyS, for low calcium concentrations, con-
tained 10 mM imidazole, 2 mM MgCl2, 3 mM EGTA, 10 mM Mg-ATPyS
(Boehringer-Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN; purified by ion exchange chro-
matography as previously described in Kraft et al., 1992), 1 mM dithio-
threitol, 0.2mM Ap5A, 0.5 U/ml hexokinase, and 200mM glucose. For high
calcium concentrations, the EGTA was replaced by 1 mM Ca-EGTA. For
adjustment of ionic strength, sodium creatine phosphate was replaced by
potassium propionate to avoid generation of ATP by endogenous creatine
phosphokinase.
The rigor solution contained 10 mM imidazole, 150 mM potassium pro-
pionate, 2.5 mM EGTA, and 2.5 mM EDTA.
The solution with Mg-PPi contained 10 mM imidazole, 2 mM MgCl2, 1
mM Ca-EGTA, 4mM Mg-PPi, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 200 ,uM Ap5A, and 140
mM potassium propionate.
The solution for measurements of isometric fiber ATPase under preac-
tivating and activating conditions contained 20 mM imidazole, 2 mM
MgCl2, 3 mM EGTA or Ca-EGTA, respectively, 5 mM Mg-ATP, 10 mM
caffeine, 0.25 mM Ap5A, 5 mM NaN3, 50 U/ml lactate dehydrogenase
(Sigma), 250 U/ml pyruvate kinase (Sigma), 2 mM phosphoenol pyruvate,
and approximately 0.2 mM NADH. The ionic strength was adjusted with
potassium propionate. Phosphoenol pyruvate and pyruvate kinase served to
follow fiber ATPase by coupling the rephosphorylation of ADP to the re-
duction of pyruvate to lactate by oxidation of NADH to NAD+ and fol-
lowing the change in absorbance at 360 nm.
Equilibration and removal of caldesmon
fragments
Unless otherwise stated, equilibration of the skinned fibers with the actin-
binding fragments of caldesmon was allowed by incubation for 1 h in re-
laxing solution (ionic strength, 50 mM) to which the fragments were added.
All solutions that were used subsequent to equilibration contained the same
concentration of fragments as used for equilibration to avoid their untimely
loss from the fibers. To ensure reversibility of effects on fiber mechanics,
caldesmon fragments were removed from the fibers at the end of each ex-
periment. Fibers were incubated for at least 30 min with calmodulin (0.2
mg/ml) in a Mg-PPi solution with calcium (pCa 4.5). Binding of the caldes-
mon fragments to calcium-calmodulin reversed observed effects of the
caldesmon fragments. Usually 90-100% of the initial fiber stiffness and
force were restored. After very extended experiments, e.g., measurements
of isometric fiber ATPase (see Fig. 8) at different caldesmon concentrations,
the removal of caldesmon fragments restored only approximately 80% of
original force and stiffness. This incomplete reversibility might not be a
consequence of incomplete removal of the caldesmon fragments from actin
but may rather be a result of some irreversible structural damage within the
fiber during extended activation.
Confocal microscopy
Diffusion of caldesmon fragments into skinned fibers was followed by con-
focal microscopy. For this purpose, rhodamine-labeled caldesmon frag-
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ments were prepared by modifying the protein with rhodamine X iodoac-
etamide (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). The actin-binding fragments of
caldesmon were reduced by incubating with 10 mM dithiothreitol for 30 min
at 37°C under a N2 atmosphere. Excess dithiothreitol was removed on a 0.75-
X 10-cm gel filtration column of ACA 202 (Spectrum, Los Angeles, CA)
equilibrated with 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA,
and 1 mM NaN3. Subsequently, excess rhodamine X iodoacetamide was
removed by gel filtration (Sephadex G-25, Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden).
The elution buffer contained 10mM imidazole, 2mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA,
1 mM dithiothreitol, and 34 mM potassium propionate.
Diffusion of rhodamine-labeled caldesmon fragments into skinned fibers
was observed in relaxing solution. The labeled caldesmon fragments were
also tested in mechanical experiments. As we found no difference in their
inhibitory effect on the weak cross-bridge attachment compared with un-
labeled caldesmon fragments, we included the data with the fluorescently
labeled caldesmon fragments in the present results.
The system for confocal microscopy consisted of a Zeiss Axiophot fluo-
rescence microscope, a Bio-Rad MRC-600 confocal scanner and a Silicon
Graphics Personal Iris 4D/25 workstation with 32 megabytes of main
memory (Silicon Graphics, Mountain View, CA). The images were recorded
with a Zeiss Neofluar 40X N.A. 1.3 objective. The system was equipped
with an argon/krypton mixed gas laser. Image processing was done on the
Silicon Graphics workstation with Imaris (distributed by Bitplane, Tech-
nopark, Zurich, Switzerland), a three-dimensional multi-channel image pro-
cessing software specialized for confocal microscopy.
For confocal microscopy, the fibers were mounted in a shallow (depth
approximately 0.2 mm) flow-through chamber (total volume approximately
350 pl) mounted on a microscope slide and covered with a coverslip such
that fibers were completely surrounded by solution (the chamber was kindly
provided by M. Lezzi, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland). For adding the fluores-
cently labeled proteins quickly, new solution could be sucked through while
the chamber remained mounted on the microscope stage.
Experimental protocol
In the mechanical set-up, the muscle fibers were mounted to the force trans-
ducer and the lever with Histoacryl (Braun, Melsungen, Germany). To sta-
bilize the attached ends, fibers were transferred into rigor solution and ap-
proximately 0.5 mm of the fibers at each end was fixed with a 1%
glutaraldehyde solution to which toluidine blue was added as an optical
marker. The fixative was applied to the fiber ends by a micropipette, and
the higher density of the glutaraldehyde/dye solution provided a rapid ver-
tical flow that ensured quick removal of the fixative from the area sur-
rounding the fiber (modified from Chase and Kushmerick, 1988). During
activation, the striation patternwas stabilized by using the method described
earlier (Brenner, 1983).
Isometric force and the rate constant of force redevelopment after a short
period of isotonic shortening were determined according to the method
described previously (Brenner and Eisenberg, 1986).
Isometric fiber ATPase was determined in a narrow slot-like chamber
(1.5 X 2 X 16 mm3) that was part of a circulating system. The incubating
solution was circulated from the chamber through an analytical flow cell,
a cooling unit, and back into the chamber. The flow cell was part of a fixed
wavelength monitor (UV-M II, Pharmacia), where changes in absorption at
360 nm as a result of the decrease ofNADH concentration were measured.
The complete system had a volume of 120 ,ul, and the fiber length was
between 10 and 15 mm. For each condition, the steady-state ATPase activity
was recorded for at least 5 min. ATPase activity was expressed as relative
activity by normalizing the observed slopes with respect to the slope re-
corded in the absence of caldesmon fragments.
The muscle chamber was designed such that, simultaneously with
ATPase measurements, isometric force and the rate constant of force re-
development after a short period of lightly loaded shortening and subsequent
restretch to the original sarcomere length could be recorded with sarcomere
length feedback (Brenner and Eisenberg, 1986). In addition, it was possible
to monitor the structural integrity of the fiber by light microscopy.
To determine initial shortening velocity in the absence and presence of
caldesmon fragments, we plotted the logarithm of instantaneous shortening
velocity versus sarcomere length change (Brenner, 1980). Initial shortening
velocity (v;) was estimated by extrapolation of these linear plots back to the
isometric sarcomere length (see Fig. 9).
Fiber stiffness was measured by applying ramp-shaped stretches to one
end of the fibers. Apparent fiber stiffness was defined as the ratio of force
increment over filament sliding when filament sliding had reached 2 nm/
half-sarcomere (chord stiffness).
Stretch velocity could be varied from 10'1 to 5 X 104 (nm/half-
sarcomere)/s to obtain stiffness-speed relations in the absence and presence
of caldesmon fragments.
Data analysis
For each fiber, we first calculated the mean values of all data points obtained
for identical conditions during the complete experimental run on that fiber.
To summarize data from several fibers, we calculated average and standard
deviation of the mean values determined for each individual fiber. Math-
ematical simulations were done with the KINSIM modeling program written
by Barshop et al. (1983) and placed into microcomputer format by Dr. B.
Plapp (University of Iowa).
RESULTS
Diffusion of the actin-binding caldesmon
fragments
The series of images taken by confocal microscopy (Fig. 1)
show that within less than 1 h constantly high fluorescence
intensity is established throughout the whole fiber cross sec-
tion. This indicates that equilibration with the 20-kDa caldes-
mon fragments has reached completion. This is consistent
with our earlier findings obtained by recording fiber stiffness
and equatorial x-ray diffraction patterns. In all experiments
presented here, we therefore allowed 1 h for equilibration
before studying effects of the caldesmon fragments.
Effect of caldesmon fragments on stiffness in
and out of overlap
In the presence of caldesmon fragments, the stiffness of re-
laxed fibers decreases (Fig. 1), suggesting that, by binding
to actin, caldesmon fragments reduce the number of cross-
bridges bound weakly to actin. If the effect of caldesmon
fragments is a result of a reduction of cross-bridge binding,
the caldesmon fragments should have no effect on fiber stiff-
ness if the fiber is stretched beyond overlap. This is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 2A.
Inhibition of weak cross-bridge attachment to actin is
expected to decrease fiber stiffness at all speeds of stretch
by a similar percentage. Therefore we compared stiffness-
speed relations of relaxed fibers in the presence and ab-
sence of caldesmon fragments. Fig. 2B shows that, within
the scatter of the data, caldesmon fragments reduce fiber
stiffness for all speeds of stretch by a similar fraction. As
a consequence, for all following experiments, measure-
ments of fiber stiffness were limited to a single speed of
stretch of approximately 104nm/half-sarcomere/s, in-
stead of recording complete stiffness-speed relations.
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FIGURE 1 Confocal images of a
skinned muscle fiber recorded during
diffusion of 0.6 mg/ml rhodamine-
labeled caldesmon fragment. Images
show optical sections through middle
of fiber. Fluorescence intensity re-
flects amount of fluorescently labeled
protein in the examined optical sec-
tion. Diffusion occurred under relax-
ing conditions at , = 120 mM and
22°C; scale bar is 10 ,um. Diffusion
was followed in real time. Thus, a
higher concentration of free fluores-
cently labeled caldesmon fragments
was present within the fiber than was
present after washing out free caldes-
mon. This accounts for the somewhat
fuzzier structural details than those
seen after washing out free caldes-
mon. Slower staining of upper part of
fiber results from flowing caldesmon-
containing solution in one direction
(bottom to top) through the trough.
Time of incubation: scanned during
1st min (upper left), 5th min (upper
right), 10th min (lower left), and 30th
min of incubation (lower right). The
diagram shows the time course of dif-
fusion of 0.4 mg/ml caldesmon frag-
ment into skinned skeletal muscle fi-
ber, monitored by inhibiting effect on
relaxed fiber stiffness (,u = 50 mM).
Effect was shown to be fully revers-
ible (Brenner et al., 1991).
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Reduction of relaxed fiber stiffness by caldesmon
fragments at near physiological conditions
At physiological ionic strength, the relaxed fiber stiffness is
low, making it difficult to distinguish cross-bridge-
dependent stiffness from non-cross-bridge stiffness (cf.
Brenner et al., 1986; Schoenberg, 1988). For example, as
shown in Fig. 3, relaxed fiber stiffness at 50C and ,. = 170
mM is approximately 28% of that at 5°C and ,u = 20 mM.
This effect of ionic strength is smaller than previously re-
ported (Brenner et al., 1986) as we now use the physiological
anion creatine phosphate rather than chloride for adjusting
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the ionic strength. At ,. = 20 mM and a speed of stretch of
approximately 104 (nm/half-sarcomere)/s, fiber stiffness is
approximately 42% of stiffness in rigor. Thus, stiffness ob-
served at ,u = 170 mM corresponds to approximately 8% of
rigor stiffness. Increasing temperature from 5 to 20°C causes
a reduction of relaxed fiber stiffness by approximately one-
third such that the remaining stiffness of a relaxed fiber at
20°C and 170 mM ionic strength without caldesmon frag-
ments is approximately 5-6% of rigor stiffness.
By examining the effect of caldesmon fragments, it is pos-
sible to show that at least part of the relaxed fiber stiffness
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FIGURE 2 Effect of caldesmon fragments on relaxed stiffness of a fiber
out of overlap (A) and at various speeds of stretch in normal overlap (B).
All experiments were done at IL = 50 mM. Stiffness was normalized to that
in the absence of caldesmon fragments at high stretching speed of approxi-
mately 104 nm/half-sarcomere/s. (A) Sarcomere length, 4.2 ,gm. (B) Sar-
comere length, approximately 2.3 ,um. Stiffness of relaxed fiber measured
at various speeds of stretch before (0) and after (@) incubation with 0.8
mg/ml actin-binding caldesmon fragments.
is caused by cross-bridge binding. Under all conditions stud-
ied (170 mM, 5 and 20°C, Fig. 4; and 120 mM, 5°C and 20°C,
data not shown), the diffusion of caldesmon fragments into
the fibers caused a significant reduction in relaxed fiber stiff-
ness. Equatorial x-ray diffraction patterns obtained from re-
laxed fibers under low and high ionic strengths at 5'C also
showed a significant decrease in the intensity ratio 1,/1I10 with
increasing concentrations of caldesmon fragment (Kraft and
Yu, unpublished data). These equatorial data indicate a shift
of mass away from the thin filament region, consistent with
a decrease in the fraction of attached cross-bridges.
Parallel inhibition of active force and relaxed
fiber stiffness
Under all conditions examined in the present study, active
force decreased in parallel with relaxed fiber stiffness as the
concentration of caldesmon fragments was raised. Fig. 5 A
shows examples from 170 mM ionic strength at different
temperatures. Even at 30°C and 170 mM ionic strength, ac-
tive force was significantly depressed by caldesmon frag-
ments. This condition presented particular difficulties be-
cause of the instability of fully activated muscle fibers at
0
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FIGURE 3 Relaxed fiber stiffness versus ionic strength at 50C (0) and
at 20°C (A); n = 5-6 fibers. Values normalized with respect to stiffness at
,u = 20 mM and 5°C. Ionic strength adjusted with sodium creatine phos-
phate. Relaxed fiber stiffness at , = 20mM and 5°C is approximately 42%
of rigor stiffness. Note that raising temperature from 5 to 20°C reduces
relaxed fiber stiffness by approximately 30%.
30°C. The protocol used was to first measure force in the
presence of 0.6 mg/ml caldesmon fragments. As caldesmon
fragments reduce active force even at this high temperature,
a homogeneous sarcomeric structure was maintained over
sufficiently long periods like those at 5°C. After removing
the caldesmon fragments with calcium-calmodulin, force in-
creased at least fourfold. This is an underestimate as struc-
tural instability at these high force levels may have lowered
the force at full activation in the absence of caldesmon frag-
ments. Nevertheless, these data indicate that the effects of
caldesmon are qualitatively similar at 30, 20, and 5°C. Under
all conditions, caldesmon fragments reduce active force by
at least 75%.
Caldesmon fragments did not affect strong cross-bridge
attachment to actin in the presence of Mg-PP1 at 20°C or
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FIGURE 4 Stiffness of relaxed fibers versus concentrations of actin-
binding caldesmon fragments; ,u = 170 mM, at 5oC (0) and at 20°C (*);
n = 7-9 fibers. All values were normalized to fiber stiffness in the absence
of caldesmon fragments at 5 and 20°C, respectively.
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FIGURE 5 (A) Effect of caldesmon fragments on maximal isometric
force at 5°C (A) and at 20°C (0) and on relaxed fiber stiffness at 5°C (0)
and at 20°C (L); ,u = 170 mM; n = 7-9 fibers. (B) Shows fiber stiffness
in the absence and in the presence of 0.4 mg/ml caldesmon fragments in rigor
(0, 30°C) and in the presence of 4 mM Mg-PPi (A, 20°C); ,u = 170 mM.
Values were normalized to rigor stiffness in the absence of caldesmon frag-
ments.
under rigor conditions at 30°C (Fig. 5 B), at 20°C, or at 5°C
(data not shown). Therefore, it appears to be the inhibition
of weak cross-bridge binding to actin that is responsible for
inhibition of active force.
Under all conditions shown in Fig. 5 A, caldesmon fragments
decreased active force to a greater extent than relaxed fiber
stiffness. One explanation for this observation could be that
fiber stiffness is dominated by compliance in the myofila-
ments such that fiber stiffness is less affected by caldesmon
fragments than active force. To test for this possibility, we
compared active force with active fiber stiffness at increasing
concentrations of caldesmon fragments. As shown in Fig. 6,
inhibition of active fiber stiffness, different from relaxed fi-
ber stiffness, very closely follows inhibition of active force.
As caldesmon fragments apparently do not interfere with
strongly bound cross-bridges (e.g.. Mg-PP1 cross-bridges),
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FIGURE 6 Inhibition of active force (A), active stiffness (S), and relaxed
stiffness (Li) for increasing concentrations of caldesmon fragments at 5°C
and ,u = 170 mM. All data were normalized to force or fiber stiffness in
the absence of caldesmon fragments; n = 4-7 fibers. Active stiffness with-
out caldesmon fragments is 74% of rigor stiffness. Note that active force and
active stiffness essentially change in proportion. This does not leave much
room for large compliance in myofilaments under these conditions. This
agrees with our previous data for partial activation under similar experi-
mental conditions (Brenner, 1988).
the question arises whether the greater inhibition of cross-
bridge attachment under activating conditions (Fig. 6) is a
result of some difference in the binding of caldesmon frag-
ments to actin at high Ca2" concentrations.
To answer this question, we examined the effect of caldes-
mon fragments on fiber stiffness in the presence of Mg-
ATP,yS. Mg-ATPyS is a nucleotide analogue (Goody and
Eckstein, 1971) for which the elementary cleavage step is
approximately 500-fold slower than for Mg-ATP (Bagshaw
et al., 1973), and the rate of Mg-ATPyS hydrolysis in fibers
is not affected by Ca2" concentration (Dantzig et al., 1988;
Kraft et al., 1992). Even at high Ca21 concentration, ATPyS
maintains essentially all cross-bridges in a weakly binding
conformation (Kraft et al., 1992). Fig. 7 shows that in the
presence of Mg-ATP-yS caldesmon fragments have a greater
effect on fiber stiffness at high Ca2+ concentration. The dif-
ference in inhibition with and without calcium in the pres-
ence of Mg-ATPyS is similar to the difference between in-
hibition of relaxed and active fiber stiffness by caldesmon
fragments (Fig. 6). These results indicate that caldesmon is
a better inhibitor of weak cross-bridge binding to actin in the
presence of Ca , which might quite well be a result of some
Ca2+-dependent difference in the binding of the caldesmon
fragments to actin.
Effect of caldesmon fragments on cross-bridge
cycling kinetics
Effect on relation of isometric fiber ATPase versus force
Reduction of active force in the presence of caldesmon frag-
ments could be explained solely by the inhibition of weak
cross-bridge binding to actin. We further tested, however,
whether changes in turnover kinetics could add to the inhi-
bition of active force by caldesmon fragments.
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FIGURE 7 Decrease of fiber stiffness in the presence of 10 mM Mg-
ATP,yS at low [Ca2"] (pCa 8), with ,u = 75 mM (0) and 170 mM (KO), and
high [Ca2"] (pCa 4.5), with ,u = 75 mM (l) and 170 mM (A) at 1°C; n =
3-5 fibers. Data were normalized to respective values without caldesmon
fragments. Note the difference in the extent of inhibition of fiber stiffness
at low [Ca2"] compared with that in the presence of 1 mM Mg-ATP (e.g.,
Fig. 6). This difference most likely is a result of the somewhat different
experimental conditions for the Mg-ATPyS experiment (1°C, ionic strength
adjusted by potassium propionate, 10 mM Mg-ATP-yS versus 5°C, ionic
strength adjusted by creatine phosphate, 1 mM Mg-ATP). Lower tempera-
ture and higher [Mg-ATPyS] were necessary to ensure saturation of myosin
heads with Mg-ATP^yS at the high [Ca2+], switching to potassium propionate to
avoid generation of ATP by native creatine kinase (Kraft et al., 1992).
One change that could cause a decrease in isometric force
is an increase in the rate constant for the completion of the
cross-bridge cycle, gapp. We used two different experimental
approaches to study gapp in the presence and absence of
caldesmon fragments.
Kushmerick and Krasner (1982) proposed that the ratio of
isometric fiber ATPase over isometric force is proportional to
gapp (gapp of the strained force-generating cross-bridge, i.e., g1 in
the notation of Huxley, 1957). If the decrease in active force is
a result of a reduction in the number of cycling cross-bridges
without a large change in gvp, fiber ATPase and active force
should decrease in proportion upon addition of caldesmon frag-
ments. To test for possible changes in gapp, we measured iso-
metric fiber ATPase and the corresponding isometric force at
different concentrations of caldesmon fragments.
We found (Fig. 8) that the decrease in active force is as-
sociated with a parallel decrease in ATPase activity, i.e., the
ratio of ATPase over force is approximately the same for all
force levels. Thus, binding of caldesmon fragments to actin
apparently has no large effect on gapp.
Effect on isotonic shortening velocity
Maximal unloaded shortening velocity (v;) is another pa-
rameter that is affected by gapp (gapp of unstrained or nega-
tively strained cross-bridges, i.e., g2 in the notation of Hux-
ley, 1957). To study possible effects of caldesmon fragments
on this parameter, shortening velocities at loads of approxi-
mately 6 and 15% of isometric force were measured and
analyzed as described previously (Brenner, 1980). Fig. 9
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FIGURE 8 Isometric fiber ATPase versus isometric force at different
caldesmon fragment concentrations. The number next to each symbol rep-
resents fragment concentration in milligrams per milliliter. A = 170 mM at
5°C; n = 4 fibers. Both ATPase and force were normalized to their values
in the absence of caldesmon fragments. Basal ATPase (A) was determined
under relaxing conditions. At the end of the experiment, caldesmon frag-
ments were removed by calcium-calmodulin, and measurements were re-
peated (0); 80% of the initial force and 90% of the initial ATPase were
restored. The dashed line (calculated values) represents the expected relation
if the decrease in force with caldesmon fragments would mainly result from
an increase in gapp (see Discussion).
shows that the binding of caldesmon fragments to actin has
little if any effect on vi. This suggests that caldesmon frag-
ments do not alter the cross-bridge kinetics that determine the
maximal speed of isotonic shortening. The slope of the
curves increased in the presence of caldesmon fragments.
This is consistent with the concept that a non-cross-bridge
load inside the fiber (e.g., by elastic deformation of the cyto-
skeleton) is responsible for the slowing of shortening ve-
locity with progressive fiber shortening. In the presence of
caldesmon fragments, the postulated internal load, presum-
ably induced by elastic deformation of cytoskeletal structures
upon fiber shortening, has to be mastered by fewer active
cross-bridges; i.e., in the presence of caldesmon fragments,
additional loading of active cross-bridges with shortening
increases more than in the absence of caldesmon fragments.
Effects of caldesmon fragments on force redevelopment at
different levels of activation
The decrease in active force could also result from a decrease
in the rate constant that characterizes the transition of cross-
bridges into the force-generating, strongly binding states
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FIGURE 9 Length-velocity relations at two different external loads with-
out caldesmon fragments (open symbols) and with 0.8 mg/ml actin-binding
fragments (filled symbols). The slope of the relations results from the cur-
vature of length trace recorded during isotonic shortening. Sarcomere length
was normalized to initial (isometric) sarcomere length (SLj). Pt = 170 mM
at 5'C; data are from one fiber. The different external loads were as follows:
(0) 5.7% of maximal isometric force (Fma,j), no fragments; (A) 14.6% of
FmW, no fragments; (-) 6.5% of Fm., 0.8 mg/ml actin-binding fragments;
(A) 15.5% of Fma,v, 0.8 mg/ml actin-binding fragments
(fapp). It has been demonstrated (Brenner, 1988) that the rate
constant of force redevelopment after a period of unloaded
shortening and subsequent restretch to the sarcomere length
before shortening, kredev, depends onfapp and gapp with kredev =
fapp + gapp (frapp assumed to be insignificant at low Pi con-
centrations). As we have now found that gapp is not signifi-
cantly affected by caldesmon fragments, a decrease in kredev
would imply a decrease in fapp. As shown in Fig. 10, the
results demonstrate that the reduction of isometric force to
approximately 25% ofFm, at 0.8 mg/ml caldesmon fragment
concentration occurs with much smaller changes in kredev
(<33%). Moreover, there would be essentially no reduction
in kredev had the values of force and kredev been compared with
the values after removal of caldesmon fragments rather than
with the initial values. Force and kredev, however, decrease
during prolonged activations such as those required for
ATPase measurements. In a previous study, in which only
short periods of activation were used, no change in kredev was
observed upon addition of caldesmon fragments.
DISCUSSION
We have now provided evidence that significant weak cross-
bridge attachment to actin occurs in skinned fibers of the
rabbit psoas muscle even at nearly physiological conditions,
i.e., ionic strength of 170 mM and 20°C. Furthermore, weak
cross-bridge attachment appears to be essential for force gen-
eration under all conditions studied, up to an ionic strength
of 170 mM at temperatures as high as 30°C.
Extent of weak cross-bridge attachment to actin
under physiological conditions
In skeletal muscle fibers of the rabbit, an increase in tem-
perature from 5°C to more physiological values such as 20°C
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FIGURE 10 Rate constant of force redevelopment (k,',,1) versus isomet-
ric force at different concentrations of caldesmon fragments. Values were
taken from experiments in Fig. 8; therefore, the conditions are the same as
for the ATPase measurements. , = 170 mM at 5'C; n = 4 fibers. As in Fig.
8, ke,de, was also determined after removal of caldesmon fragments at the
end of the experiment (*), and 80% of initial force and approximately 75%
of initial krmdev could be restored (see also Results).
causes a decrease in relaxed fiber stiffness by approximately
30% at ,u = 20 mM and measured at a high speed of stretch
(104 nm/half-sarcomere/s; Fig. 3). This stiffness is still ap-
proximately one-third of rigor stiffness. If, at 20°C, the ionic
strength is adjusted to more physiological conditions, such
as 170 mM, relaxed fiber stiffness decreases to approxi-
mately 6% of rigor stiffness at the same speed of stretch.
With the following assumptions, the apparent relaxed fiber
stiffness indicates that at least 6% of all cross-bridges are
weakly attached to actin under these near physiological re-
laxing conditions. (1) Essentially all cross-bridges are at-
tached to actin in rigor (Cooke and Franks, 1980; Lovell and
Harrington, 1981). (2) The stiffness of an attached cross-
bridge is the same in rigor and under relaxing conditions.
There is evidence, however, that the radial stiffness per cross-
bridge under relaxing conditions is smaller than in rigor
(Brenner and Yu, 1991; Xu et al., 1993b). If this also holds
true for axial cross-bridge stiffness, then more than 6% of the
cross-bridges are weakly attached. Furthermore, in our ex-
periments, it was not possible to reach high enough stretch
velocities at which fiber stiffness would be independent of
the speed of stretch. Therefore, the fraction of weakly bound
cross-bridges in relaxed fibers at 20°C and , = 170 mM is
most likely higher than 6%.
As for previous attempts to probe for weak cross-bridge
attachment at high ionic strength but at 5°C (Brenner et al.,
1986; Schoenberg, 1988), it could be argued that the relaxed
fiber stiffness at high temperature and high ionic strength
arises primarily from non-cross-bridge elements. However,
our previously developed approach of probing for weak
cross-bridge binding via inhibition by caldesmon fragments
(Brenner et al., 1991) allows one to differentiate cross-bridge
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from non-cross-bridge contributions to relaxed fiber stiff-
ness. The observed extent of inhibition of relaxed stiffness
suggests that at near physiological conditions a significant
fraction (more than 50%) of the apparent stiffness of relaxed
fibers is a result of cross-bridges that are weakly attached to
actin. Using this approach to differentiate cross-bridge con-
tributions from non-cross-bridge contributions by caldes-
mon, Granzier and Wang also concluded that a significant
fraction of cross-bridges is weakly bound to actin at more
physiological temperature in relaxed rabbit psoas muscle
(Granzier and Wang, 1993).
We note that, under all conditions studied, neither relaxed
fiber stiffness nor active force could be inhibited completely
with caldesmon fragments. The remaining stiffness can be
the result of different factors. First, caldesmon fragments do
not completely block the sites for weak cross-bridge binding
to actin; i.e., even in the presence of caldesmon fragments
some cross-bridge interactions with actin may still be pos-
sible. This would also account for the approximately 25% of
active force still seen at high caldesmon fragment concen-
trations. Second, there is nonhomogeneous binding of
caldesmon fragments along the actin filaments. For example,
preliminary data with confocal microcopy suggest that the
binding of caldesmon fragments to actin is poorer near the
Z-line. This question is currently under investigation.
Significance of weakly bound cross-bridges for
force generation
In the present study, it is demonstrated that the binding of the
20-kDa fragments of caldesmon to actin causes parallel de-
crease in active force and relaxed fiber stiffness at physi-
ological conditions as well as at low temperature and low
ionic strength. As caldesmon fragments cannot inhibit the
attachment of strongly binding cross-bridges to actin (Fig. 5
B), we conclude that active force is inhibited through inhi-
bition ofweak cross-bridge binding to actin; i.e., weak cross-
bridge binding is an essential step to force generation. It
should be pointed out that we are defining a weakly bound
cross-bridge as one that does not activate the thin filament
and has an actin affinity similar to that of a myosin head with
ATP or ADP plus P1 (i.e., SlATP and SlADP-Pi states).
The very similar inhibition of active stiffness and active force
with that of relaxed fiber stiffness and stiffness in the pres-
ence of Mg-ATPyS at high Ca21 concentration suggests that
the essential state for inhibition has properties very similar
to those that we refer to as weakly binding states. We are
defining strong interactions as those that can activate the thin
filament and have an actin affinity greater than or similar to
that observed in the presence of Mg-PP;. The state of the
myosin head formed in the presence of Mg-PP; is one of the
lowest affinity states that significantly activates the thin fila-
ment (Greene and Eisenberg, 1988). Furthermore, to con-
tribute to force generation, a cross-bridge must have an af-
finity at least this large; otherwise it would detach when
strained upon force generation (Hill, 1974).
Our present and past data reveal several interesting points
regarding the temperature dependence of cross-bridge be-
havior. Fig. 3 shows that an increase in temperature from 5
to 20°C results in a 30% reduction in the fraction of weakly
bound cross-bridges whereas the active force increases ap-
proximately threefold (data not shown). This can be ac-
counted for by a recent observation that in psoas fibers the
increase in force with temperature is a result of an increase
in the force generated by a cross-bridge while it occupies a
force-generating state (Brenner, 1993) and is not a result of
an increase in the number of cross-bridges occupying force-
generating states. Another point of interest is that we ob-
served that kredev increases with temperature (Brenner, 1986)
although we now show that the fraction of weakly bound
cross-bridges decreases with increasing temperature. This
means that the flux from the weakly bound cross-bridge
states to the strongly bound states is not limited by the avail-
ability of weakly bound cross-bridges, unless weak binding
is blocked by an inhibitor, as the rate of weak cross-bridge
attachment is very fast (>1000s-1). The twofold increase in
kredev from 5 to 15°C could be explained if the rate constant
for Pi release is assumed to increase approximately threefold
over this temperature range.
Inhibition of active force by caldesmon fragments
is not a result of changes in cross-bridge
turnover kinetics
Inhibition of active force may also result from changes in
cross-bridge turnover kinetics upon binding of caldesmon
fragments to actin. We tested this possibility by calculating
the changes in turnover kinetics necessary to account for the
observed inhibition of active force and comparing with ex-
perimental parameters that are sensitive to changes in cross-
bridge turnover kinetics. The calculations were based on the
equation F cC fapp /(fapp + gapp) (Huxley, 1957; cf. Brenner,
1988) and on the values forfapp (3 s-') and gapp (1 s-1) for rabbit
psoas fibers at 50C and it = 170 mM (Brenner, 1986, 1988).
To account for the decrease of isometric force in the presence
of 0.8 mg/ml caldesmon fragments to approximately 25% of
the initial isometric value, eitherfapp would have to decrease
to less than 1/10 or gapp had to increase >10-fold. However,
we did not observe changes in either gapp orfapp of this mag-
nitude (cf. Figs. 8-10). A decrease infapp by 30%, as may be
derived from the change in kredev (Fig. 10), would cause a
decrease in force by no more than 10%. This is much less
than the observed inhibition of force by approximately 75%.
Consideration of other possible mechanisms for inhibition
of active force by caldesmon fragments
We observed that caldesmon fragments have much greater
effects on the binding of myosin or myosin fragments to actin
in the presence of ATP than in the presence of PPi or ADP
or in rigor, both in solution (Chalovich et al., 1987; Hemric
& Chalovich, 1988) and in skinned rabbit psoas muscle fibers
(Brenner et al., 1991, and present work). From these results,
we suggested that caldesmon is a selective inhibitor of weak
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cross-bridge binding to actin. This inhibition is selective as
the affinity of caldesmon fragments for actin (approximately
5 x 106 M` s-1 at 50 mM ionic strength) is much greater than
the affinity of S1 ATP to actin but is similar to the affinity
of S1 ADP to actin. Also, under conditions for which strong
cross-bridge binding to actin is unaffected by caldesmon
fragments under equilibrium conditions, e.g., in the presence
of Mg-PPi, our data suggest that inhibition of the weak cross-
bridge attachment is sufficient for inhibiting force produc-
tion. This implies that production of force can occur only
after mandatory attachment in a weakly binding configura-
tion. In models of ATP hydrolysis by actomyosin similar to
those proposed by Lymn and Taylor (1971) and Stein et al.
(1979), the inhibition of active force and ATPase can be
directly related to the ability of caldesmon fragments to in-
hibit actin attachment of the states preceding Pi release. If,
as in these models, the states preceding Pi release are as-
sumed to be weakly binding states, then the effectiveness of
caldesmon fragments is readily explained.
More recent models ofATP hydrolysis incorporate a two-
step binding ofall myosin-nucleotide complexes to actin (Trybus
and Taylor, 1980; Taylor, 1991; Geeves, 1989; Coates et al.,
1985). Scheme 1 illustrates the two-step binding reaction of a
myosin (M)-nucleotide (N) complex to actin (A).
MN+A
K7
A-MN
K8
AM-N
Kii
A + C*-AC
The rapid formation of a complex with low affinity to actin
but high nucleotide affinity (A-MN) is followed by an
isomerization to a complex that binds more strongly to actin
and less tightly to the nucleotide (AM-N). In the presence of
ATP, the isomerization is unfavorable (K8 < 1) whereas, in
the presence of ADP, the favorable isomerization (K8 >> 1)
leads to an increase in the actin affinity of the complex. The
tighter binding of S1 -ADP to actin compared with S1 ATP
is a result of a slightly larger K7 and much larger K8 (Taylor,
1991). As our studies suggest that a weakly bound interme-
diate must occur before force production, it is interesting to
consider whether any A-MN intermediate (low affinity of the
myosin head to actin) could fulfill this role or whether our
results require assumption of a more classical type of weakly
binding state such as M-ATP or M-ADP-Pi for which the
subsequent isomerization (K8) is unfavorable. If inhibition of
force by caldesmon fragments is a result of inhibition of
formation of any A-MN complex (low affinity for actin, see
Scheme 1) then mathematical simulations of two-step bind-
ing schemes should show inhibition of turnover; i.e., force
or ATPase activity, regardless of whether the pre-force-
generating state is a weakly binding (small K8) or strongly
binding (large K8) state.
Fig. 1IA shows the simulated effect of caldesmon on the
equilibrium binding of S-1 to actin, in the presence of ATP
(a classical weakly binding state) and in the presence ofADP
(a classical strongly binding state). Fig. 11 was produced by
using the KINSIM modeling program (see Materials and
Methods) and the equations in Scheme 1. These simulations
are simplified and ignore any cooperative effects that occur
as a result of the fact that caldesmon fragments might extend
over more than one actin monomer. However, these simu-
lations do provide examination of the general features of the
inhibition. The simulations predict that caldesmon will in-
hibit the binding of SlATP to actin (both A-MATP plus
AM-ATP), curve b, but will have little effect on the binding
of S1 ADP to actin (A-MADP plus AM-ADP), curve a.
Thus, even with the two-step binding of myosin to actin,
caldesmon discriminates between the S1 ATP and S1 ADP
type of complexes. It is important to note here that, at suf-
ficiently high free caldesmon concentrations, the binding of
S1 ADP to actin will also be inhibited. The important feature
of these examples is the different sensitivity of the Si ATP
and S1 ADP complexes for competition by caldesmon.
The two-step binding of myosin to actin can be incorpo-
rated into a kinetic scheme forATP hydrolysis. Scheme 2 shows
a simplified model that incorporates activation of ATPase by
binding of myosin to actin (actin activation of myosin ATPase).
Ki K2 K3
M +T - MT * -KP MP M+P
K7 Kg
K4 K
A-MP 4-*0 A-M + P
K8| K \Kio
AM-P * -5 AM + P
K6
AM + T *-4 ) MT + A: A + C -K1 AC
This actin activation results from an increase in the rate of prod-
uct (Pi) release (i.e., k5 >> k3) upon binding of myosin to actin.
In this scheme, ATP and products (e.g., Pi) are represented by
T and P, respectively. This model has intentionally been made
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FIGURE 11 Simulation of effect of caldesmon on equilibrium binding
(A) or on ATPase rate (B) of actin and S-1 (in solution). The protein con-
centrations used for simulations were 1 ,uM myosin, 20 ,uM actin, and 0 to
4 ,uM caldesmon. (A) Equilibrium binding. Binding intermediates in the
presence of Mg-ATP and Mg-ADP are defined by Scheme 1 with K7(ATP)
= 4e3, K7(ADP) = 4e4, K8(ATP) = 1, K8(ADP) = 100, and Kj = 3e6M.
All results were normalized to values in the absence of caldesmon. (B)
ATPase activity. Scheme 2 was modeled with the following equilibrium (Kn)
and rate constants (kn): K, = 1 X 1011 M-' s-1, k2 = 21 s-', k 2 = 7 s-', k3
= 0.05 s-,k3 = 0.2s-',k4 =5 s-, k4 =20s-1,k5 = 500s-',k5 = 2000
s51, k6 = 1 X 1010 s-1, k =1 s-, K9=4 X 104, Klo = 100, and K,1 =
3 X 106 M-1 s-'. Values for K7 and K8 were changed for different curves as
follows: curve a, K7 = 40 X 10-3 and K8 = 100; curve b, K7 = 10 X 10-3
and K8 = 400; curve c, K7 = 4 x 10-3 and K8 = 1000; curve d, K7 = 4 x
10-3 and K8 = 0.1.
simple so that the effect of changing the pre-force-producing
state from an SlATP-like state to an SlADP-like state can be
examined. If the values of K7 and K8, the binding constants of
the pre-force-generating state, are chosen to be characteristic of
S1 ATP, then caldesmon is predicted to be an effective inhibitor
ofATP hydrolysis. This simulation is shown in Fig. liB (curve
d). Ifvalues ofK7 and K8 are those of an S1 ADP-like state, there
is little inhibition of ATPase activity by caldesmon (curve a).
Fig. liB also shows the effects of varying K7 and K8. Curves a,
b, and c show the effect of decreasing the value of K7 with a
proportionate increase in K8 leaving the overall binding constant
unchanged and high. In this case, even if the value of K7 is
identical with that of a typical S1 ATP state, caldesmon, in con-
trast to the experiment (e.g., Figs. 5-7), would be expected to
inhibit active turnover much less effectively than binding to actin
of an S1ATP-like state (classical weakly binding state).
There is one difference between the modeling presented
here and that of Geeves and co-workers. The simulations in
Fig. 11 were done with equilibrium constants for K7 and K8
that are compatible with the work of Taylor (1991), Geeves
(1989), and Coates et al. (1985). The rate constants k7, k-7,
k8, and k 8, however, were derived from our stiffness data
from skinned fibers (Brenner et al., 1986; Brenner, 1991;
Kraft et al., 1992) and faster than those used by Geeves and
colleagues. If the values of k8 and k8 are both reduced such
that they become rate limiting in the ATPase cycle, then our
simulations predict that caldesmon should inhibit the ATPase
rate regardless of whether the state MP (see Scheme 2) is
assumed to have properties similar to Sl ATP or SlADP.
Such small values for both k8 and k 8, however, are incom-
patible with those derived from our stiffness-speed relations
and therefore appear unrealistic.
It is important to note that this modeling was done with
binding constants and protein concentrations used in solution
studies. The concentration of caldesmon fragments at which
50% inhibition of a classical weakly binding state occurs
while inhibition of a classical strongly binding is <10% very
much depends on the assumed concentrations of actin and
myosin. For instance, assuming an actin concentration of 380
,uM and a myosin subfragment-1 concentration of 220 ,uM,
50% inhibition of a classical weakly binding state requires
approximately 40,uM of caldesmon fragments. This is closer
to the situation observed in muscle fibers. It has to be con-
sidered, however, that the effective actin and myosin head
concentrations in muscle depend on geometrical constraints
in the structured contractile system such that our present
modeling cannot provide a definite prediction about the
caldesmon concentrations needed in muscle for some 50%
inhibition of a weak-type interaction. Nevertheless, this mod-
eling shows that, in both conventional kinetic schemes (e.g.,
Lymn and Taylor, 1971; Stein et al., 1979) or kinetic schemes
involving two-step binding for all myosin nucleotide states
(Trybus and Taylor, 1980; Taylor, 1991; Geeves, 1989;
Coates et al., 1985), caldesmon is an effective inhibitor of
actin-activated myosin ATPase only when there is manda-
tory attachment of a state that has properties similar to an
S1ATP or Sl-ADP-Pi state (e.g., overall affinity 60.1% of
the affinity of force-producing states) and from which
progress in the cycle (i.e., Pi release sequence) becomes
faster upon binding of myosin to actin.
Implications for force generation
On the basis of the findings that in solution weakly associated
actomyosin complexes have distinctly different properties
compared with the strongly associated complex, it was pre-
viously assumed that weakly and strongly associated acto-
myosin complexes are structurally different. The change in
the structure of the actomyosin complex, assumed to be as-
sociated with the transition from a weakly bound to a strongly
bound cross-bridge, was proposed to be a major mechanism
in force generation (White and Taylor, 1976; Eisenberg and
Greene, 1980; Eisenberg and Hill, 1985).
One of the basic assumptions in this concept is that weak
cross-bridge binding is an essential precursor for force gen-
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eration. Our present data provide support for this assumption
for all conditions studied, including physiological ionic
strength at temperatures as high as 30°C.
Evidence for the assumed structural differences between
weakly and strongly associated actomyosin cross-bridges
was revealed by several structural studies. These studies have
identified differences not only between the weakly associ-
ated actomyosin complex and the strongly bound rigor cross-
bridge (Craig et al., 1985; Yu and Brenner, 1989; Walker et
al., 1994; however, see also Pollard et al., 1993) but also
between the weakly bound cross-bridge and the force-
generating cross-bridge in active muscle by equatorial dif-
fraction studies (Brenner and Yu, 1993) and resistance to
osmotic compression (Brenner and Yu, 1991; Xu et al.,
1993a,b).
Although the nature of these structural differences has not
yet been fully determined, it is clear that the weak binding
is site specific. Weak binding to actin is stoichiometric (Cha-
lovich, 1992), and caldesmon and its fragments are thin
thread-like molecules and yet cause very effective inhibition
of weak cross-bridge binding to actin. On the other hand, the
weak attachment may not have well defined steric orienta-
tions (nonstereospecific). Equatorial intensities and myosin
layer lines indicate that weak cross-bridge binding to actin
does not greatly alter the distribution of cross-bridge mass
from a myosin-based distribution around and along the thick
filaments (Matsuda and Podolsky, 1984; Yu and Brenner,
1989; Xu et al., 1994). Furthermore, probes placed on the
myosin heads indicate that weakly attached cross-bridges
have orientational disorder and high mobility (Fajer et al.,
1991; Berger et al., 1989). Thus, although weak binding is
site specific, it appears, in contrast to the strong cross-bridge
binding, to be nonstereospecific.
On the basis of recent modeling of the crystallographic
structure of myosin subfragment-1 (Rayment et al., 1993a)
and the atomic model of the actin filament (Holmes et al.,
1990) into the envelope provided by cryoelectron micros-
copy of decorated actin filaments (Milligan et al., 1990;
Schroder et al., 1993), Rayment et al. (1993b) and Schroder
et al. (1993) proposed that the weak cross-bridge binding to
actin may originate from an interaction between the highly
charged flexible NH2 terminus of actin and the highly
charged flexible loop between residues Tyr626 and Gln647
of myosin. The strong, force-producing interaction was pro-
posed to involve additional regions of contact that are less
flexible and that involve both hydrophobic and electrostatic
interactions (Rayment et al., 1993b, Schroder et al., 1993).
It is, however, as yet unclear whether in the presence of Ca2+
weak interactions form additional, electrostatic contacts that
may account for the observed Ca2' effects on actin-binding
kinetics of the cross-bridge in the presence of the ATP ana-
logue ATPyS. Although weakly binding properties (no ac-
tivation of the thin filament; increase in actin affinity of at
most two- to fourfold) are retained, the association and dis-
sociation kinetics of the ATPyS-cross-bridge to and from
actin are slowed almost 100-fold by Ca21 (Kraft et al., 1992).
Nevertheless, the interactions proposed by Rayment et al.
(1993b) and Schroder et al. (1993) would readily account for
the different binding properties of weak and strong interac-
tions observed in solution and fibers, e.g., actin affinity and
its ionic strength sensitivity and nonstereospecificity, and
confirm the concept of distinct structural differences between
weakly and strongly associated actomyosin complexes.
Thus, experimental evidence has been gathered for major
assumptions that form the basis of the concept of force gen-
eration being associated with the transition from a weakly to
a strongly bound cross-bridge.
Relation to the mechanism of force generation
proposed by Huxley and Simmons (1971)
Despite this evidence, it may still be possible that the main
contribution to generation of force occurs subsequent to the
transition into the strongly bound states, analogous to the
concept of Huxley and Simmons (1971). They assumed that
isometric force generation results mainly from the same el-
ementary mechanism that in their concept is responsible for
the quick tension recovery that occurs when active tension
has been reduced by a small stepwise length release of the
muscle. This quick tension recovery was assumed to result
from one transition or a sequence of transitions between sev-
eral sterically well defined (stable) configurations of the ac-
tomyosin cross-bridge. In the concept of Huxley and Sim-
mons (1971), isometric force results primarily from those
cross-bridges that have undergone at least the first transition
in the proposed sequence of rapidly reversible steps; i.e.,
isometric force is essentially generated by cross-bridges oc-
cupying the second (or a subsequent) state of the assumed
series of sterically well defined (stable) states. The transition
from possible weakly bound states to the first sterically well
defined state in this concept is essentially insignificant for
isometric force, and only little if any contribution to force is
made by cross-bridges in the first of these structurally stable
states (see below). However, when testing this concept with
mechanical experiments, it was found (Brenner, 1991, 1993)
that, not only under low but also under high temperature
conditions, almost all isometric force (>80%) is generated
before cross-bridges undergo even the first of the series of
rapidly reversible reaction steps postulated by Huxley and
Simmons to underlie quick tension recovery. This suggests
that isometric force results from a structural change associ-
ated with a reaction step before and different from those
proposed by Huxley and Simmons (1971).
In the modeling of Huxley and Simmons (1971) the con-
tribution of the first stable state to isometric force is 25%.
This results from an assumed average strain of 4 nm for
cross-bridges in this first state. This assumption was neces-
sary to account for the experimentally observed yO value of
8 nm and the 12 nm and for the assumed intercept of the T2
curve with the abscissa that reflects the strain in state 2. yo
is the necessary amplitude of filament sliding that drops iso-
metric force to zero. In the modeling of Huxley and Sim-
mons, yo is the average strain in state 1 (4 nm) and state 2
(12 nm) with equal occupancy of both states. More recent
2415Kraft et al.
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measurements of the yo value yielded only approximately 5
nm (e.g., Ford et al., 1977) whereas the T2 intercept remained
unchanged. To account for this much smaller value within
the framework proposed by Huxley and Simmons (1971), the
average strain of cross-bridges in state 1 has to be much less
than 4 nm. Consequently, contribution to isometric force by
cross-bridges in the first state, in this concept, should be
much less than 25%.
Together with the observations that weak cross-bridge
binding to actin is an essential step in force generation and
that a weakly bound actomyosin cross-bridge in relaxed
muscle has a significantly different structure from a force-
generating cross-bridge in active muscle (Brenner and Yu,
1993), an alternative to the concept of Huxley and Simmons
(1971) or of Eisenberg and Greene (1980) for generation of
isometric force emerges (see Brenner et al., 1995). (In their
1980 proposal, Eisenberg and Greene assumed that the struc-
tural changes proposed by Huxley and Simmons to underlie
quick tension recovery are associated with the transition from
a weakly bound actomyosin cross-bridge to a strongly bound
cross-bridge and that this structural change is the major
mechanism for force generation. I.e., Eisenberg and Greene,
in analogy to Huxley and Simmons (1971), also proposed
that the major mechanism for generation of isometric force
is the same as that assumed to mainly underlie quick tension
recovery.) The alternative concept is that generation of iso-
metric force occurs before and through reaction steps other
than quick tension recovery, e.g., through the changes in the
structure of the attached cross-bridge associated with the
transition from a weakly to a strongly bound actomyosin
complex. Subsequent reaction steps that are thought to un-
derlie quick tension recovery are favored only in response to
releases or during shortening of muscle.
If the weak binding occurs through the flexible NH2 ter-
minus of actin and the flexible loop within the myosin head
(Rayment et al., 1993b; Schroder et al., 1993), there may be,
averaged over all cross-bridges, no net strain in the weakly
attached cross-bridge despite the mismatch between the pe-
riodicities of the thick and thin filaments. However, the tran-
sition into the stereospecific, force-generating strong inter-
action could result in a net average strain of the attached
cross-bridges that, under isometric conditions, would turn
into the driving force between the myofilaments. Because of
the structural asymmetry in the actin filament, for each at-
tached cross-bridge the structural change associated with the
transition from the weak to the strong interaction could have
a component in shortening direction. The magnitude of this
component, however, may vary from cross-bridge to cross-
bridge, a result of the mismatch between actin and myosin
periodicity. The states that were proposed by Huxley and
Simmons to mainly contribute to isometric force, in our con-
cept, become significantly populated only in response to re-
leases (quick tension recovery) and during fiber shortening.
This view is consistent with x-ray diffraction studies that
suggest that structural changes of the attached cross-bridge
associated with isometric force generation are associated
with changes in equatorial intensities even when the fraction
of attached cross-bridges remains essentially unchanged
(Brenner and Yu, 1993). In contrast, structural changes as-
sociated with quick tension recovery do not affect equatorial
intensities (Huxley et al., 1983; Irving et al., 1992). This
could be accounted for if quick tension recovery results from
a structural change within the attached actomyosin cross-
bridge similar to that proposed by Rayment et al. (1993b).
Our modeling shows that such a change would not signifi-
cantly affect the low angle equatorial intensities (Malinchik
and Yu, 1994).
In conclusion, our data show that, first, under a wide range
of conditions, significant numbers of cross-bridges are
weakly attached to actin in relaxed muscle. Second, force can
always be inhibited through inhibition of this weak attach-
ment. This indicates that weak cross-bridge binding to actin
is an essential intermediate on the path to force generation.
Third, a substantial body of evidence suggests that a major
factor for generation of isometric force is the structural
change in the actomyosin complex associated with the tran-
sition from a weakly bound to a strongly bound cross-bridge
configuration. Transitions among strongly bound force-
generating states become favored only in response to rapid
releases (quick tension recovery) and during movement.
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